
BIM - ARCHITECTUAL
DOOR AND WINDOW INSERTION

INTRODUCTION

If you select a door that is inserted into a wall, the Object Info Palette will report "Door in Wall". If you just have a door 
selected, it will report "Door."

It is possible to insert a door in a 3D view, however it is more typical to place a door in a Top/Plan view as you will have 
more control. With the door or window tool selected hover your cursor, which now is accompanied by a preview of the 
door or window object you are about to place, over a wall object. Notice the red highlight that appears along the wall. This 
red highlight, a different shade than the highlight that appears when the selection tool passes over an object, indicates 
that placement within an object is possible and therefore the red highlight only appears when hovering over wall objects.

Placing a door is a two-click process. Click once to place the door. As you move your cursor up, down, left, and right you 
will notice the preview of the door object changes its' orientation. Click a second time to select the desired orientation.  
You can always change the orientation later, using the flip button in the Object Info Palette. 

In this section, we will demonstrate, how to insert doors and windows into walls. Most door and window objects are 
inserted into walls. We'll focus on doors in this video, but window insertion functions identically. 



When using a tool in Vectorworks, you should always check your tool modes. Let's concentrate on the third set of modes 
first. These modes are the alignment modes. Selecting an alignment mode determines your insertion point. You can 
choose to insert the door along its left or right sides, or using a center alignment. The fourth mode aligns to the symbol 
origin, which for all of the default door and window content is the midpoint. This alignment option will be explained in 
another video.

Wall Insertion Mode Align Object Modes

The second set of modes toggles the wall insertion mode. If you disable this mode you will not be able to place a door or 
window in a wall. It is recommended to leave this mode on. When you insert a window or door into a wall a break in the 
wall is automatically created. If your door or window object appears to be sitting on top of a wall this usually means it is 
not inserted into the wall. Use the Object Info Palette to check the object type (Door vs. Door in Wall).

The selection tool also has a Wall Insertion Mode. It is on by default allowing you to drag window and door objects into 
and out of walls freely. When this mode is turned off it acts as a precaution so that you would not be able to select a door 
or window and move it out of a wall accidentally. This would also prevent you, however, from dragging a door or window 
that is not currently inserted in a wall into a wall. You would still be able to move the door or window within the wall.

Returning your attention to the door and window tools, when they are active the first set of modes allows you to choose 
between Standard Insertion mode and Offset Insertion mode. What standard insertion mode means, essentially, is that 
where you click is where the door or window object is placed. So far we have been using Standard Insertion mode. 

Selection Tool Tool Modes:

Wall Insertion Mode

Reference PointOffset Insertion mode allows a user to specify a distance that a door or 
window object will be offset from a reference point, such as the corner of a 
room. Wall Insertion mode is turned on by default as soon as Offset 
Insertion mode is activated. A door or window must be placed in a wall 
when using offset insertion mode.
 
For instance, if I know I need a door 3 units offset from the corner of a 
room, with Offset Insertion mode active, my first click will be along the edge 
of the wall at the corner. This is my reference point. 

Standard Insertion Mode Offset Insertion Mode

Wall Insertion Mode



The preview of the door object that appears 
next to the cursor when Standard Insertion 
mode is active will not appear until after my 
first click at the reference point is made and I 
move my mouse along the wall indicating the 
direction of the offset. 

After making that first click I press tab to enter 
the L field of the floating Data Bar and enter 
the offset value, 3 units. Then I press return to 
indicate that I have completed the entry for 
the L field. An extension line, a red dashed 
circle, appears indicating the extents of the 
offset distance in all directions. 

The diagram on the Enter Offset dialog illustrates three 
terms, Reference Point which we have identified as the 
corner of a room, Offset which we determined is 3 units, and 
Insertion Point. The Insertion Point is connected closely with 
the alignment modes. 

The insertion point defaults to the selected alignment mode. 
For instance, if I have "Offset Insertion Mode" and "Align 
Object Center" as my selected modes, my first click will be 
at the reference point (the corner), then I will tab into the 
floating data display bar and enter my offset distance, 3 
units, and then press return. An extension line (the red 
dashed circle) will appear intersecting the wall at the 
midpoint of the door (the door's center alignment). This point 
is considered the insertion point as specified by the 
alignment mode.

Then I press return again to place the door in the wall at the 
specified offset distance, and then my third click to set the 
orientation, the Enter Offset dialog appears. To finish placing 
the door in the wall I must select whether to "Offset Using:" 
the Insertion Point, or the Next Mouse Click. With insertion 
point selected (by default), I click OK, and the door is placed 
in the wall at its current location, so that the insertion point 
(defined in this example by the center alignment mode) is 3 
units from the reference point.  
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The preview of the door or window object is displayed with its insertion point aligned with the intersection of the extension 
line and the wall. I press return again. This sets the location of the door in the wall. I can now choose my door's 
orientation by moving my mouse up, down, left or right and make a third click to insert my door object into the wall 3 units 
from my reference point. After I make my third click, the "Enter Offset" dialog will appear...



This Enter Offset dialog gives me the opportunity to change the offset distance. More importantly it gives me the 
opportunity to change the insertion point. For instance, if I am placing a more complicated door, one with exterior and 
interior trim, I may want to align the offset distance with the interior trim of the door as opposed to the exterior trim that 
extends farther to the left and right, or another specified point. 

After you have inserted a door in a wall you are able to move the door within the wall. As noted, disabling the wall 
insertion mode of the selection tool will keep you from accidentally dragging a door out of a wall. When moving a door 
or window within a wall the Floating data display bar appears. The Length value represents the distance from the point 
at which the move command was initiated., when you move right the length is a positive value, when you move to the 
left the length is a negative value.

After you have inserted a door or window in a wall you are able to perform several advanced operations. For instace, a 
duplicate array, which would probably be more common with windows. Select your door or window. In the menu bar go 
to Edit>Duplicate Array. A dialog appears asking you to pick the direction of the array, the number of duplicates, and 
the distance between them, both horizontally and vertically.

Initiated move command
from here

The option to "Offset Using: Next Mouse Click" will allow for an additional mouse click to offset a specified point 3 units 
(the offset distance) from the reference point. When you choose the Next Click radio button the labels on the diagram 
in the dialog update to reflect the change.
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